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Welcome to the waitlist!

Hi Blueberry!

Thank you for joining our most VIP group! You are either here because you are
an avid pinball player, a pinball enthusiast, or are interested to see how all of
this pans out...we are excited to take you on the ride!

Ballarama Pinball’s CEO and Technical Director want to give you a huge
welcome and we hope you are as excited as we are!

In this video, we will tell you who we are, what to expect along this journey to
launching this interactive and innovative game but also sharing the facts,,
spitballing ideas and getting into the real technical stuff that you love!

Watch our introduction here!
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Ian CEO and Technical Engineer
hello@ballaramapinball.com.au

Happy Days!

PO Box 78, The Basin
Australia

You received this email because you signed
up on our website or made a purchase from

us.

Unsubscribe

By being a part of our Waitlist you will be given deeper insights, the
most valuable information and the hard facts of what it is like to go
from 0 to building our first pinball game. This game is nothing like
you’ve seen before, we understand that the pinball landscape is
starting to boom and we are just going to add to the mix and make
it more diverse and enjoyable.

Watch out for our other emails, to ensure you receive all of our
communications make sure you whitelist our email address so we
don’t end up in the sneaky spam folder! No use for us there!

In a few days we will share the history of pinball because to
understand where we are about to take the pinball landscape you
need to know where it all began.

Until then!

Ballarama Pinball
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